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Lessons from the Garden: The Merciful Curses 
2 Chronicles 7:14 "if my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and 

pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and I 

will forgive their sin and will heal their land." 

When I was younger my parents gave me the most water downed apple juice. Funny thing was 

I had no idea! I enjoyed this water downed apple juice and was completely unaware what I 

was drinking. I remember looking forward to getting this apple juice and it was a delight of my 

childhood. I didn’t know of my parent’s treachery till about 7 years ago and I was 25yrs! When 

I had some actually apple juice and my eyes were opened. Here is how it went down. I was at 

their house and they had bought some real apple juice. I took a sip of it and almost couldn’t 

drink it! I told them, that something was wrong with their apple juice. They said, there is 

nothing wrong with it. That is how it is suppose to taste. I looked at them like they were crazy 

and said, that is not how I remember it tasting when I was growing up. That is when they said, 

nonchalantly, “that is because we watered down your apple juice because we didn’t want to 

you to have too much sugar in your juice!” In a flash, my childhood became a lie! I felt 

cheated, like they had been holding me back. I thought, why would they betray me like that! 

How is that looking out for my best interest? I was mad at my parents but only for a while. I 

appreciated that they were trying to teach me moderation. However, a deeper concept was at 

play, then just my parents ability to pull one over on me. The way I viewed things as a child is 

naturally going to be water downed and appear very simplistic, for that is all you can handle. If 

my parents gave me all the truths of life, it would overwhelm my system. The concept of 
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curses as an example, is often portrayed as this most evil thing. I grew up watching Disney 

movies and seeing people lay curses down on their enemies to harm them. I learned of Greek 

mythology where gods torment people that crossed them. There was nothing more in these 

curses other than, you ticked me off and now I am going to hurt you. The curses always left 

you in a broken, hurt state. When you feel a curse, how would you respond? If you were like 

me, you hoped a radioactive spider would bite you and you could enact revenge. Then you 

could curse them. Round and round we go, where we will stop, only the curses will know! 

When I learned about poison, it was the same thing. Stay away from poison because it will kill 

you. Do not act bad or you will be cursed! A child like understanding of things, for which, we 

all thought and taught others, because we didn’t know any better. For instance, they are 

finding out that poisons that natural occur in living things, in the correct doses, can bring 

incredible healing. Of course, too much and it will kill you. It is always about balance with God. 

So, these poisons, these curses that appear in nature, in our spirit, and it leaves you pondering 

why they are there. Just like with the apple juice, I had a water downed view of poisons and 

curses. The reality is because I had the water down apple juice, I now appreciated the 

complexity of real apple juice. The same is true of curses of poisons when I found out what 

they are truly designed to teach.  

However, when you come across the curses of the Bible, it is easy to think they are negative 

and horrid. You see God cursing people who didn’t follow His law and you think, dang! I hope 

that doesn’t happen to me!  
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First, keep in mind that God could have cursed humanity from the second we sinned for all 

time without hope of redemption, but He didn’t. He could have wiped us out of existence, but 

He didn’t. Instead, He cast us out of Eden so we are given a chance to come back to Him like 

the prodigal son of Luke 15. God cursed us all first, with separation from Him, then a curse on 

an individual level to the unholy trinity of Lucifer, Eve, and Adam. The curses of Genesis 3 are 

the setup for God’s Salvation plan with Jesus. The verse of 2 Chronicles 7:14 is what follows to 

bring salvation for individuals and the entire universe. The Salvation Equation is humility 

begets prayer, prayer begets God’s presence, God’s presence begets repentance. He responds 

by hearing us, forgiving us, and healing us. The is the Salvation Equation of 2 Chronicles 7:14 

brings about a new beautiful trinity, God, Woman, and Man! So keep Merciful Curses and the 

salvation equation in the fore front of your minds while dissecting the curses. There will be a 

quiz later!   

Curse 1: Lucifer’s Curse 

  In Genesis 3:14-15, God lays a curse of Lucifer, forever changing his role and how he 

experiences life. Let’s go into greater detail as to what God is doing here. Upon first reading of 

this passage, it appears straight forward. God is mad at Lucifer for leading humanity into sin. 

However, there is so much more going on here. In fact a pattern emerges that God does for all 

three Curses. More on that later. The curse of Lucifer is actually a 2 part curse. First God goes 

after what Lucifer took pride in. Himself! He loses his title of 2nd in command. Ouch, that has to 

hurt. It is more than that. What is the role of the angels? They are suppose to bring God’s truth 
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to creation and us. That is their main role. Lucifer was aware of the truth of God but did not 

know it. Now, the truth was taken from him. Now, all Lucifer can speak in is lies, for that was 

His desire. John 8:44 says that Lucifer’s natural language is lies. He didn’t appreciate the truth 

of God, so it was taken away from him. Lucifer life has become much more difficult than 

before. The symbolism of him crawling on his belly is a powerful curse and is to serve as a 

reminder to us. When we become prideful of how great we are, we lose focus on how great 

God is. We depose God from His throne and place ourselves there. Even God doesn’t act so 

domineering like that, yet we think it is ok like Lucifer did. Worse, another deeper truth is the 

fact that truth is now skewed. No longer is truth easily see for sin acts like a kaleidoscope and 

fractures truth. Truth rebels against Lucifer the way he rebelled against God. That first part of 

the curse is hardship and loss of truth which is in verse 14. Now verse 15 is interesting. For it 

describes a constant struggle between Lucifer and humanity. It describes a cycle of 

dominance. That is very important to think about. In particular will it states “he will crush your 

head, and you will strike his heel.” That is a cycle of violence with no end in sight. After God is 

done with Lucifer, the world now has the hardship of loss of truth and a cycle of dominance. 

What a hopeless situation!  

Curse 2: Eve’s Curse 

Eve’s curse is also separated into 2 parts. The first part with her in verse 16 is serve pains in 

childbearing. One of the great gifts a woman can do, is give life which is a source of pride for 

women. Now that has a hardship added to it. A deeper truth is, our bodies now rebels against 
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us like we rebelled against God. Our bodies, in the end, always decay away.The 2nd part is the 

husband will rule over the woman. A cycle of dominance is given to her as well. Like Lucifer, 

“he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel.” has been given to Eve. Are you picking 

up a theme here? For both Lucifer and Eve, God starts with targeting their source of pride but 

it speaks to a deeper truth for all of us. First truth is lost and now all of creation is fractured 

from God. Wow! This is getting depressing fast! I wonder what bag of tricks God has in store 

for Adam! 

Curse 3: Adam’s Curse 

Well, Adam’s curse is also split into 2 parts. The first part of the curse targets the ability for 

man to produce. A source of man’s pride is the ability to create and be a provider. Now, the 

earth has become hostile to man to make it harder for him to get food. Just like with Lucifer 

and Eve, now Adam’s source of pride was targeted and a hardship was added. In verse 19 God 

describes the struggle man will have with the soil yet, in the end, the soil wins. Man dies and is 

returned to soil. The soil rebels against man, the way that man rebelled against God. Adam’s 

pride was targeted and a cycle of dominance is between man and all of creation. “he will crush 

your head, and you will strike his heel.” is not just for Lucifer and Eve, but also man as well. 

What a depressing scene we have! Truth, our bodies, and all of creation is out to get us. 

Furthermore, Lucifer was a false Holy Spirit by providing lies instead of truth, Eve was a false 

God the Son because she gave birth to death instead of life, and Adam was a false God the 

Father for he provided selfishness instead humility. We have an unholy trinity for which there 
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is no hope of salvation. This has forever tainted the world we live in and who we are as people 

even today and even as believers. I mean, have you ever thought about how this world, seems 

to be caught in an infinite loop of domineering. A cycle of domineering that sees one empire 

rise and another to fall. Yet, all are destined to fall and be replaced with yet another 

conqueror. Another person or group of people who claim, they have the truth and wage war 

on any dissenters to their cause. Believe it or not, I am not talking about this election in 

American this year. For this is just another dot on a long line of factions waging war for 

control. It’s like a curse that will not leave humanity. It stains us wherever we go. No matter 

how pure we start. We end up with us vs. them mentality. We are right, they are wrong. 

America is not unique when it comes to people wanting to sit on it’s thrown and rule the 

world. It will be America’s undoing if we think the republicans or democrats are our way to 

salvation. It doesn’t matter the political party nor even with Christians in charge. Or a certain 

denomination of Christianity taking over and displacing the Catholic Empire. We are still 

caught in this never ending cycle of domineering and nothing gets better. Does it feel 

hopeless? Do you feel like you can’t do anything to change the world? Do you want to give up? 

Do you feel cursed? Does this existence feel cursed to you? If so, then good! You are at the 

beginning of a very important truth. This whole world, we humans, and everything in this 

universe is cursed! What a depressing thought! 

Before you want to curl up in a ball and cry. A superhero like none the world has seen swoops 

in to save the day. Before, creation was laid, He knew this day would come. A day of complete 
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hopelessness. Yet, He is so amazing, He already had set this salvation plan in motion. In fact, 

you will see how these curses are Merciful Curses and the salvation equation of 2 Chronicles 

7:14 is on display here. In each of these curses the concept of “he will crush your head and you 

will strike his heel” is present. It represents a cycle of dominance. I want you to now picture, 

you are walking through a yard. It is quite lovely out. The sun is shining. There is a cool breeze. 

A neighbor is cooking up some good ole barbeque. As you are walking, you step on a snake’s 

head and crush it. In the process, it strikes your heel. Pain shoots up your leg. The poison burns 

as it enters your body to ravage it! You fall to the ground on your knees. Tears streaming down 

your face, as you realize a horrible truth. You are going to die. In your last breath, your life 

flashes before you. All the possibilities of what could have been and all the regrets you have. 

Even the wonderful times are there. With that, you fall to the ground, and your life is 

extinguished. You are a victim in a cycle of dominance who claimed it’s lastest but not last 

victim. What hope do we have when all we can do is kill one another. The answer. We have no 

hope to overcome this curse. So, how can this curse be merciful, when it consumes all?  The 

answer is Jesus! Inside this curse, God hid away his salvation plan. You see, religion is trying to 

stomp on sin and expecting to kill it. You can’t and it will always kill you. Yet, God sent His only 

Son to stomp on that snake, knowing that it will kill His son. The difference when Jesus does it, 

He gets back up, we do not. The process of being bitten by the poisonous snake, is to bring us 

to our knees in humility. God redirects the energy the cycle of dominance brings into humility. 

The questions is, will you accept it. Then reach out to God and look into His eyes and ask for 
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forgiveness. Will you put down your weapons of war and simply spend time with Him? 

Remember, Christ did it first, then it is our turn to respond in kind with humility. He did, what 

man could not ever do. Restore us to our former state. However, God does not stop there. He 

doesn’t just bring us back to a state of Eden and neutrality. He brings us into His presence in a 

real and powerful way because this time, we know what we are choosing and it is because we 

want it. To say you need God is what a child says and is good. To say you want God is to be an 

adult and own your walk with God. That is how these are Merciful Curses that bring about the 

salvation equation.  

Let’s go further with this. The different curses presented were, truth distorted, bodies 

rebellion and all of creation groaning in pain. Overall of these was the cycle of dominance. 

Lucifer warring with man, women warring with men, and men warring with the earth. 

Basically, we all war with one another and with ourselves. What’s so amazing is the when 

Christ went to the Cross, He course corrected all these things! What did Christ say, He is the 

way, the Truth, and the life. He restores Truth. He removes the filth from your eyes so you can 

see clearly. This is not a onetime thing. This is an everyday thing! Secondly, Christ restores our 

body and there is no more suffering! Thirdly, He restores the earth. In Revelation, God tells of 

a new heaven and a new earth. A new Trinity of Hope is made of God, Woman, and Man. 

Everything is made new and everything is restore! What shocking thing for God to do with 

such vile creatures as us humans. Yet, we are His prized possession that He died for! He 

stepped on that snake of sin in your place. He went through the pains of bringing new life into 
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the world through His death. He toiled in the ground, ripping up hard soil, rocks, and weeds, to 

plant His fruit in us. He did what no one could but more importantly, no one would want to. 

He did it for all mankind, not just a select few. He uses these curses in our lives to save us, if 

we are willing and respond. We do not want to go through pain yet we want the blessings. 

When we view blessing this way, they are actually curses that weigh us down and distort our 

view of truth. Blessing can be curses and curses can be blessings. You have to simply put them 

through 2 Chronicles 7:14 and see if they bring you to humility which begets prayer, prayer 

begets God’s presence, God’s presence begets repentance. He responds by hearing us, 

forgiving us, and healing us. You will start to see when you bring life’s scenarios, how the 

curses/the things that bring you pain either by your own will or outside wills can lead to a 

deeper walk with God, if you are willing to humble yourself before God. To see God, you must 

kneel, for He is already kneeling at your feet waiting to wash them.  

This world is so broken and there are so many paths offered up. Yet, none of them include 

crowning God as King. We still look to humans for guidance and control. Yet, does God control 

all or guide all. He guides us with how to use this tool called free will to become more than just 

a tool ourselves, but to become His children, He can hold. We think this election will make or 

break the nation. Interesting but the wrong use of our energy. The right questions is how do I 

get God to be the King over all aspects of my life. That is where 2 Chronicles 7:14 and the 

salvation equation comes in. It is a creed to live. God provide it for us in the Genesis 3 curses 

to help turn the world back to Him. Jesus could rule us anytime He wants, yet all He does is 
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serve us. Love us. Guide us. Yet we think leading is control. Jesus shows us that leading us only 

done on your knees with your eyes on Him. We will be known, by the way we love Him, and 

each other. If you think a certain group of people, whether by race, gender, sexuality, religion, 

or nationality are the problem, then you do not see the world through Jesus’s eyes and are still 

under the curse of dominance. You seek to dominate and exterminate them to eliminate the 

problems they bring. How lucky for you God, does not have a heart like this, for you would be 

washed away by His flood of Justice if that was the case. God loves the sinner, yet hates the 

sin. He keeps a delicate balance between Justice, Mercy, and Grace. Only when you are 

humble, seeking His face, repented for your own sins, can you love like Him. Mark this words, 

only His love can save this broken world. His character inside of you will overtime, fix your evil 

ways. He will restore this world, but only when we yield control to Him and stop trying to 

control everything. We will then have our eyes opened, and see His control as what it is, 

guidance to be the best individual that He envisioned when He went to the Cross for you. This 

is how the Merciful Curses of Genesis 3 with the Salvation Equation from 2 Chronicles 7:14 

saves all of creation. 

 

 


